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MAC protocol controls the activity of wireless radio of sensor nodes directly so that it is the major consumer of sensor energy
and the energy eﬃciency of MAC protocol makes a strong impact on the network performance. TDMA-based MAC protocol
is inherently collision-free and can rule out idle listening since nodes know when to transmit. However, conventional TDMA
protocol is not suitable for event-driven applications. In this paper, we present ED-TDMA, an event-driven TDMA protocol for
wireless sensor networks. Then we conduct extensive simulations to compare it with other MAC protocols such as BMA, S-MAC,
and LMAC. Simulation results show that ED-TDMA performs better for event-driven application in wireless sensor networks with
high-density deployment and under low traﬃc.

1. Introduction
Like in all other shared-medium networks, medium access
control (MAC) is also a key component to ensure the
successful operation of wireless sensor networks. A MAC
protocol decides when competing nodes could access the
shared medium and tries to ensure that no collisions occur
while nodes’ transmission. Compared to nodes in traditional
wireless networks, the main constraint of sensor nodes in
WSNs is their low finite battery energy. Since sensor nodes
are often powered by battery and left unattended after
deployment, for example, in hostile or hash environments,
making it diﬃcult to replace or recharge their batteries,
MAC protocols running on WSN must consume energyeﬃciently in order to achieve a longer network lifetime.
According to Estrin et al. [1], the radio component of sensor
nodes consumes most of nodes’ energy when receiving
or transmitting data, even in idle mode. On the other
hand, medium access control (MAC) protocol directly
controls the activity of nodes’ radio and decides when
the competing nodes may access the shared medium to
transmit the data. So, medium access is the major consumer
of nodes’ energy and MAC protocols must be energyeﬃcient.

When running a MAC protocol, much energy is wasted
due to the following sources of overhead: (a) Idle listening:
since a node does not know when it will be the receiver
of a message from one of its neighbors, it must keep its
radio in idle listening mode at all times. (b) Collisions: if
two nodes transmit at the same time and interfere with
each other, collisions happen and packets are corrupted. (c)
Overhearing: a node may receive packets that are not destined
for it. In fact, it would have been more eﬃcient to turn oﬀ its
radio. (d) Protocol overhead: the MAC headers and control
packets used for signaling do not contain application data
and are therefore considered overhead.
MAC protocols designed for wireless sensor network
can be broadly divided into schedule-based and contentionbased protocols [2]. Schedule-based MAC protocols, including TDMA, FDMA and CDMA, have a central point
permitting the access to the shared medium by broadcasting
a schedule that specifies when each node may transmit
over the shared medium. The lack of contention overhead
guarantees that the method robust when traﬃc load is
high. Furthermore, with the proper scheduling, nodes can
get deterministic access to the medium and can provide
delay-bounded services. For contention-based MAC protocols such as IEEE 802.11 [3], S-MAC [4], T-MAC [5],
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they must handle the possible collisions while data transmission. Contention-based MAC protocols may deal with
collisions through some contention resolution scheme such
as retransmitting the data later or occupying the shared
medium before data transmission. Compared with schedulebased MAC protocols, contention-based MAC protocols
consume more energy because they waste energy in collisions
and idle listening. Moreover, they do not give delay guarantees. However, they are very flexible and can handle the traﬃc
fluctuations in wireless sensor networks.
In schedule-based MAC protocols, TDMA is more power
eﬃcient because it is inherently collision-free and can avoid
unnecessary idle listening. For example, the TDMA protocol
for a traﬃc-monitoring network described in [6] has a
lifetime of 1,200 days compared with ten days using the
IEEE 802.11 protocol. For the inherently property of energy
conserving, TDMA protocols have been recently attracted
significant attention for many applications [7–10].
However, TDMA only applies for continuous monitoring
applications, that is, continuous collecting the temperature
or humidity of the environments. They could achieve high
channel utility because sensor nodes always have data to
send in continuous data gathering applications. But when
applying for another typical application in WSNs-eventdriven applications such as earthquake monitoring or target
tracking, in which sensor nodes only have data to send when
a specific event occurs, they will waste more energy and
achieve lower channel utility for that sensor nodes still must
be active when the event does not happen.
In this paper, we present ED-TDMA, an event-driven
TDMA protocol for wireless sensor networks. And extensive
simulations are conducted to compare it with other MAC
protocol such as BMA [10], S-MAC and LMAC [11] in
diﬀerent scenarios. Simulation results show that ED-TDMA
performs better for wireless sensor network with highdensity deployment and low traﬃc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses some typical MAC protocols. Section 3 presents
the problem and system model. Section 4 describes our EDTDMA protocol in detail and analyzes its energy consumption. Simulation results are discussed in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works
2.1. Contention-Based MAC Protocols. Sensor-MAC (SMAC) protocol [4] is a contention-based eﬀective MAC
protocol designed by Ye et al. for wireless sensor networks
The basic idea of S-MAC is that time is divided into large
frames. Every frame starts oﬀ with a small synchronization
phase, followed by a fixed active part and a sleep part. During
synchronization phase, nodes receive or send SYNC packet
contained the schedule information (i.e., when to sleep).
During the sleep part, a node turns oﬀ its radio to preserve
energy. During the active part, it can communicate with its
neighbors and send any messages queued during the sleep
part. Since all messages are packed into the active part,

instead of the whole frame, therefore the energy wasted on
idle listening is reduced.
Timeout-MAC (T-MAC) protocol [5] introduces an
adaptive duty cycle too. In T-MAC, a node keeps listening
and potentially transmitting as long as it is in an active
period. If a node does not detect any activity within the timeout interval, it can safely assume that no neighbor wants
to communicate with it and goes to sleep. The activation
time events include reception of any data, the sensing of
communication on the radio, and so forth. Simulations
show that T-MAC gives better results under diﬀerent loads.
However, T-MAC breaks the synchronization of the listen
periods, and introduces early sleep problem which is harmful
to the network performance.
TA-MAC [12] modifies the contention window mechanism of S-MAC. It adjusts the initial contention window
according to the current traﬃc load to reduce the collision
probability and employs a fast back-oﬀ scheme to reduce
the time for idle listening during back-oﬀ procedure, which
reducing the energy consumption. Simulation results have
shown that TA-MAC achieves energy savings and higher
throughput when traﬃc load is heavy.
2.2. Schedule-Based MAC Protocols. In schedule-based MAC
protocols, TDMA is inherently collision-free and can avoid
unnecessary idle listening. The main task in TDMA scheduling is to allocate time slots depending on the network
topology and the node packet generation rates. A proper
schedule not only avoids collisions by silencing the interferers
of every receiver node in each time slot but also minimizes
the number of time slots hence the latency. TDMA protocols could be categorized into cluster-based TDMA and
distributed TDMA. The former are for networks in which the
nodes are organized into several clusters, and cluster heads
allocate time slots to their members. Distributed TDMA is
more challenging than cluster-based TDMA because spatial
reuse of a time slot may be possible. More than one node
can transmit at the same time slot if their receivers are at
nonconflicting parts of the network.
BMA protocol is a cluster-based protocol which improves
traditional TDMA schedule in that there exists a contention
phase (CP) in the beginning of each TDMA frame. In the
contention phase during each frame, source nodes send 1bit message to their cluster heads to reserve time slot so
that cluster heads know which members will transmit in
this frame and allocate successive time slot to these source
nodes. When the source nodes finish their transmission,
cluster heads could be asleep and will be active in the next
frame. While saving energy for sleeping after transmission,
BMA introduces extra schedule overheads for its TDMA
scheduling. Moreover, it achieves poor channel utility for
event-driven applications.
On the other hand, distributed TDMA is more complex
than cluster-based TDMA because it must allocate nonconflicting time slots to all the nodes in the network. That is
to say, two or more nodes can transmit simultaneously if
their receivers are at nonconflicting parts of the network.
Obviously, it is not an easy task.
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Figure 1: Frame structure of traditional TDMA protocol.

Figure 2: Frame structure of BMA protocol.

LMAC [11] is a typical distributed TDMA protocol.
Nodes organize time into slots, grouped into fixed-length
frames. A slot consists of a traﬃc control section and a fixedlength data section. The scheduling discipline is extremely
simple: each active node is in control of a slot. When a node
wants to send a packet, it broadcasts a message header in
the control section detailing the destination and length until
its time-slot comes around, and then immediately proceeds
with transmitting the data. Nodes listening to the control
header turn oﬀ their radio during the data part if they are not
an intended receiver of the message. However, nodes must
always listen to the control sections of all slots in a frame,
even if the slots are unused.
TRAMA protocol [13] is another distributed TDMA
protocol. Nodes periodically exchange their information and
learn their two-hop neighborhood. Based on this knowledge,
nodes periodically reserve future slots for backlogged traﬃc.
A hash-based priority scheme is then used so that only one
node in a two-hop neighborhood will transmit in a given
slot. Unfortunately, the TRAMA protocol implementation is
complex and assumes application-level forecasting of traﬃc.
Z-MAC [14] is a hybrid protocol, focusing on recapturing wasted slots by allowing nodes to compete for all
slots with a bias towards the owner of the slot. This method
allows nodes to recapture unused bandwidth without having
to renegotiate the slot schedule. However, it removes the
collision-free guarantee on message transmission and often
cannot fully recover the bandwidth. It also does not solve
the problem of requiring time synchronization amongst
communicating nodes.

a frame, there must be some empty slots. For example, node
A, B, and C transmit their data during the first, the fifth
and the tenth slot, respectively, then 7 slots are empty which
wastes network bandwidth and decreases the channel utility.
Moreover, cluster heads do not know which members will
send their data in the current TDMA frame so that cluster
heads must be active during the round even if there have no
data to transmit, which leads to unnecessary energy wastage
of cluster heads.
Figure 2 shows the frame structure of BMA, which
improving traditional TDMA schedule by inserting a contention phase in the beginning of each frame. As in Figure 2,
source node A, B, and C transmit during the first three
data slots and their cluster head could enter into sleep state
in the forth data slot to avoid unnecessary energy wastage.
However, like in traditional TDMA protocol, TDMA frames
in BMA protocol have the same length, which couldnot
improve channel utility of the network. Once an event
occurs, the sensors related to the event will send the
sensing data during a period of time. If the length of
TDMA frame is constant, then the sensors must send their
data in the next frame even if there have some empty
slots in the current frame. In addition, there’s a TDMA
schedule in each frame and cluster heads will broadcast a
TDMA schedule packet in each frame. The schedule packet
includes the member’s ID and the slot number allocating
to the members, which introduces extra energy overhead.
Broadcasting and receiving these schedule packets consume
considerable energy when the node density is high.
Our ED-TDMA protocol then improves channel utility
by changing the length of TDMA frame according to the
number of source nodes and reduces the length of TDMA
schedule packets with a bitmap-assisted TDMA schedule
to decrease the schedule overhead. Besides, it employs
intracluster coverage scheme to save nodes’ energy so as to
prolong network lifetime and to improve system scalability.

3. Problem Statement and System Model
3.1. Problem Statement. As mentioned before, traditional
TDMA schedule is eﬀective for continuous monitoring
application while nodes have the data to send all the time.
But for event-driven application, it has some disadvantages
such as lower channel utility and unnecessary energy wastage
of the cluster heads. HEED [15] is a clustering protocol
integrating with traditional TDMA schedule. The operation
of HEED is divided into rounds. As shown in Figure 1, each
round begins with a set-up phase, followed by a TDMA
schedule phase and several TDMA frames. In the set-up
phase, sensor nodes are organized into several clusters. And
then the cluster heads broadcast a TDMA schedule to their
members, allocating a slot to the members. In the following
TDMA frames, the members send the data to their respective
cluster heads during the allocated slot. There is only 1 TDMA
schedule in each round and the length of TDMA frame
is equal. As in Figure 1, TDMA frame contains 10 slots.
If there are only several source nodes to transmit during

3.2. System Model. Assume that N nodes are dispersed in
a square L × L field randomly, and the follow assumptions
hold:
(1) The only base station sits at a fixed location outside
the field.
(2) Power control is available. Intracluster and intercluster communication use diﬀerent power level.
(3) All nodes have same capabilities and data fusion is
capable.
(4) Nodes are left unattended after deployment and
nodes are stationary.
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After deployment, nodes are partition into several clusters and cluster heads are organized into a routing tree.
Cluster heads assign time slots to the source nodes in their
clusters. The source nodes send their data to cluster heads
that relay the data along the routing tree. Finally, the root
node transmits the aggregated data to the base station.
Clustering and routing tree building are beyond the scope of
this paper.
Besides, we use the same radio model in [16] for the radio
hardware energy dissipation where the transmitter dissipates
energy to run the radio electronics and the power amplifier,
and the receiver dissipates energy to run the radio electronics.
To transmit a k bit message a distance d, the radio expends
energy as follows:
⎧
⎨k ∗ Eelec + k ∗ efs d2 ,

ETx = ⎩

d < d0 ,

k ∗ Eelec + k ∗ eamp d4 , d ≥ d0 .

(1)

And to receive this message, the radio expends energy as
follows:
ERx = k ∗ Eelec .

(2)

Eelec , the electronics energy, depends on factors such as the
digital coding, modulation, and filtering of the signal before
it is sent to the transmit amplifier. And the amplifier energy,
efs d2 or eamp d4 , depends on the distance to the receiver.

4. ED-TDMA Protocol Design
4.1. Basic Protocol. Like BMA, the operation of ED-TDMA is
divided into rounds. Each round begins with a set-up phase,
followed by a steady phase. Set-up phase includes clustering
and time synchronization. The steady phase consists of n
variable-length TDMA frames. As shown in Figure 3, each
frame begins with a reservation phase, followed by a TDMA
schedule and data transmission.
The reservation phase consists of m mini-slot. m is the
number of members in the cluster. The members occupy the
mini-slot according to their ID. Node having the maximum
ID occupies the first mini-slot while node having the
minimum ID occupies the last mini-slot, and so on. A
member sends a 1-bit RSV message to the cluster head if it
has data to send in the current frame. Obviously, the length
of the reservation phase is m bit.
In the TDMA schedule phase, the cluster head broadcasts
a schedule packet according to the received RSV message
in the reservation phase. The schedule packet format is
a bit-map sequence as shown in Figure 4. The sequence
consists of two parts. The first k bit part represents the
piggybacking reservation of the previous frame, in which
each bit corresponds to a source node in the previous

frame. The second m bit part represents the reservation
of the current frame, in which each bit corresponds to a
node in the current frame. The piggybacking reservation has
preference to the current reservation. Parameter k represents
the number of the source nodes or the number of time slots
in the previous frame and it satisfies 0 ≤ k ≤ m. The value
of k is variable with the number of the source nodes and
is set to 0 in the first frame of a round. In the schedule
sequence, 1 means a source node has booked a time slot. If
a source node reserves time slot in the ith mini-slot, then it
corresponds to the ith bit of the last m bit of the schedule
sequence. If a source node reserves time slot by piggybacking
reservation and it transmits data during the jth data time
in the previous frame, it is reservation corresponds the jth
bit of the first k bit of the schedule sequence. A source node
determines its time slot number according to the number of
bits 1 in the substring of the schedule sequence ending at
its corresponding bit. Obviously, the number of bits 1 is the
number of time slots, k, in the current frame. All members
in the cluster, including source nodes and nonsource nodes,
could get the knowledge of k from the schedule packet and
then enter the reservation phase of the next frame after k
time slots. If the number of source nodes is small, the frame
length is too short which introduces frequent reservation
and TDMA schedule, leading to more energy overhead. To
avoid frequent reservation and schedule, when the number
of source nodes is very small, we define a default minimum
frame length Tframe-min . If the current frame length is less than
Tframe-min , the frame length is set to Tframe-min .
For example, assuming that 4 source nodes A ∼ D send
the RSV message to the cluster head in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, and
mth mini-slot, respectively. The cluster head then broadcasts
the TDMA schedule packet. In the schedule sequence shown
in Figure 5, node A ∼ D correspond the 1st, 2nd, 4th, and
mth bit of the schedule sequence, respectively. Note that the
sequence has only the second m bit part in the first frame.
The corresponding substring of node A is 1, then the slot
number of node A is 1; the corresponding substring of C is
1101, then C occupies the 3rd time slot because the number
of bits 1 in its substring is 3. Likewise, node B and node D
occupy the 2nd and 4th data slot. From the sequence, all
members in the cluster know that the first TDMA frame has
4 time slots. After 4 time slots, all members will enter into the
second frame.
In the second frame, assuming that node A, C, D, E,
and F have data to send. Then node E, and node F send the
RSV message in the 3rd and 5th mini-slot in the reservation
phase, assuming that node A, node C and node D reserve
their time slot in the first frame by piggybacking. The TDMA
schedule packet then contains two parts: the first 4 bit is the
piggybacking reservation and the last m bit is the reservation
of the current frame, as shown in Figure 6.
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In the schedule sequence, node A, node C and node D
correspond the 1st, 3rd and 4th bit of the sequence while
node E and F correspond the 3rd and 5th bit of the last m bit
of the sequence. Then the substring of node A, node C and
node D are 1, 101 and 1011, respectively, which means the
three nodes occupy the first 3 time slot in the second frame.
Similarly, the corresponding substring of E is 1011001 so that
the slot number of E is 4, and the corresponding substring
of F is 101100101 so that node F occupies the 5th time slot.
So, the data transmission phase is 5 data slots in the second
frame.
In the transmission phase, the source nodes transmit the
data to the cluster heads during its time slot. If they have
more data to send in the next frame, they could book time
slots of the next frame by piggybacking a flag in the data
packet.
Noticeably, if there have no data to send, all nodes
should be asleep for a default frame length to avoid frequent
reservation and schedule. Tframe-def is related to specific
application. Tframe-def could be longer if the application has
no real time requirements.
Obviously, the length of the schedule packet is (k + m)/8
bytes. With 0 ≤ k ≤ m, the length of the schedule packet,
ls , satisfies m/8 ≤ ls ≤ m/4. For BMA and traditional
TDMA, the length of the schedule packet, ls , is related to
the number of the cluster members, m. Assuming that the
schedule information includes the node’s ID (2 bytes) and
the slot number (1byte), then ls is 3m bytes.
The time of a round is predetermined and remains
constant in the runtime, but the number of TDMA frames of
the clusters in a round is diﬀerent from each other because
the number of source nodes in each cluster is diﬀerent.
In order to enter into the next round at the same time,
cluster heads are responsible for determine an appropriate
length of the last frame. For example, 7 nodes request for
data transmitting in the last frame, but the network will
enter into the next round after 4 data slot time. Then
the cluster heads will notify the members that there are 4
data slots in the last frame. That is to say, only 4 source
nodes would get its data slot number. The other 3 nodes
will transmit their data during the first frame in the next
round.

4.2. IntraCluster Coverage. Coverage is one of the most
important issues in WSNs and has been studied in recent
years [17–19]. In most case, “coverage” means area coverage.
And K-coverage can be descried as that every point in the
monitored field is covered by at least K sensor. In [19],
authors think it is hard to guarantee full coverage for a
given randomly deployment area even if all sensors are onduty. Small sensing holes are not likely to influence the
eﬀectiveness of sensor networks and are acceptable for most
application scenarios. It is enough to meet the application’s
requirements if the active nodes in the network could
maintain reasonable area coverage—coverage expectation.
Coverage mechanism is to choose a subset of active nodes
to maintain the coverage expectation.
We introduce this idea into clusters, that is, called
“intracluster coverage,” which selects some active node
within clusters while maintaining coverage expectation of
the cluster. Based on our previous work [20], cluster heads
randomly choose m active nodes according to the following:


Pcover =

m

i=K

i
Cm


 2i 

r
R

r2
1− 2
R

m −i

,

(3)

where Pcover is the coverage expectation of sensing field
determined by specific applications; and r is sensing radius,
R is cluster radius; m is the number of active nodes.
For example, distributing 200 nodes in a 100 × 100 m2
field, r = 12 m, R = 30 m, then the average number of
cluster members is 60 or so. With intracluster coverage, if
Pcover = 99% which means 99% of sensing field is expected
to be monitored, 27 members should be active in each
cluster to ensure 1-coverage of the cluster and 38 members
to ensure 2-coverage. If Pcover = 95%, only 16 nodes and 25
nodes should be active to ensure 1-coverage and 2-coverage,
respectively.
Using intracluster coverage has two advantages. The first
advantage is to preserve energy consumption in each round
by turning redundant nodes’ radio oﬀ so that network
lifetime is prolonged. The second is to reduce TDMA
schedule overhead. Once clusters grouped, all cluster head
broadcast a TDMA schedule packet in which contains the
members’ ID and slot number allocated to the members.
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When node density is high, the number of cluster members
turns higher so that the length of TDMA schedule packet gets
longer that consumes more energy to transmit and receive.
However, the length of TDMA schedule packet would not be
too long with intracluster coverage because the number of
active nodes varies slightly when node density goes higher.
As in Table 1, the number of active nodes increases while the
number of nodes increasing. If node density is high enough,
the number of active nodes maintains a const.
4.3. Energy Analysis. Assume that there are m nodes and ms
source nodes in each cluster and the event whether a node
has data to send or not can be viewed as a Bernoulli process,
in which the probability that a node has data to send is p and
there is ms = mp.
To ED-TDMA, the source nodes’ energy is consumed for
sending the RSV message in the reservation phase, receiving
TDMA schedule packet and transmitting data to the cluster
head. It could be expressed as
Es = Et (lr , di ) + Er (ls ) + E(ld , di )
= (lr + ls + ld )Eelec + (lr + ld )efs di2 ,

(4)

where di is the distance from source nodes to cluster head;
lr , ls and ld are the length of the reservation message, TDMA
schedule packet and data packet, respectively.
Nonsource nodes consume energy only for receiving
TDMA schedule packet
Ens = Er (ls ) = ls Eelec .

(5)

ECH is the energy consumption of the cluster head, including
listening or receiving in the reservation phase, broadcasting
TDMA schedule packet and receiving data packet from the
source nodes
ECH = mEr (lr ) + Et (ls , r) +

ms


Er (ld ).

(6)

i=1

Then the total energy dissipated in a frame is
EED-TDMA = ECH +

ms


Es + (m − ms )Ens

Table 1: Relationship between the number of nodes and the
number of active nodes (100 × 100 m2 , Pcover = 95%).
The number of nodes
50
100
150
200
250
300

The number of active nodes
10
13
16
17
17
17

The length of the reservation message ls is only 1 bit. And
there are m/8 ≤ ls ≤ m/4 and ls = 3m. Then we have
EED-TDMA − EBMA ≤ − 23m2 + 22m − mp Eelec − 22mefs r 2
≤ − 23m2 + 21m Eelec − 22mefs r 2 ≤ 0.

(10)
From (10), the larger m is, the less energy consumption of
EED-TDMA than that of EBMA .
Besides, there is
EED-TDMA − ETDMA
≤ 2m2 + 10m + 8mp − m 1 − p ld Eelec + 2mefs r 2 .

(11)
It means that the relationship between EED-TDMA and ETDMA
is related to the length of data packet, ld .

5. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of ED-TDMA, we first compare
it with BMA protocol and traditional TDMA in order to
show that TDMA schedule and data transmission of EDTDMA is more eﬃcient than others. Then we make comparisons between ED-TDMA and other MAC protocols such as
contention-based MAC protocol—S-MAC and distributed
TDMA protocol—LMAC in diﬀerent scenarios.

i=1

= [(m + ms )lr + (m + 1)ls + 2ms ld ]Eelec

+

ms


(7)

(lr + ld )efs di2 + ls efs r 2 .

i=1

According to [8], the total energy consumption of BMA in a
frame is
EBMA = m(m + 1)lr + (m + 1)ls + 2ms ld Eelec
+

ms


(lr + ld )efs di 2 + ls efs r 2 .

(8)

i=1

For traditional TDMA protocol, the energy is consumed
for staying active during the frame and receiving data from
the source nodes. It could be expressed as:
ETDMA = (m + ms )ld Eelec +

ms

i=1

ld efs di2 .

(9)

5.1. Simulation I
5.1.1. Experiment Setup. We implemented ED-TDMA, EDTDMA1, BMA and traditional TDMA protocols in the
glomosim network simulator with the wireless extension, in
which ED-TDMA1 is the extension of the basic ED-TDMA
with intracluster coverage scheme. Simulation parameters
are listed in Table 2. Assuming that data transfer rate is
19.2 kbps, which is the data transfer rate of TR1000 [21]
when using OOK modulation, then transmitting 100 bytes
data needs 42 ms. A time slot is set to 45 ms, which is
long enough to send 100 bytes data to the cluster head.
For ED-TDMA, Tframe-min is relevant to sampling frequency
and sampling resolution of the sensors and should be long
enough to generate a data packet. When data is sampled at
100 Hz and 16 bits per sample, Tframe-min is set to 495 ms. The
reservation phase and schedule phase could be accomplished
in a time slot. Set Trsv + Tschedule = 45 ms. Moreover,
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TDMA schedule overhead (J)

Parameters
Sensor area (L × L)
The number of nodes (N)
Sensing radius (r)
Cluster radius (R)
Eelec
eamp
efs
Initial energy
Pcover
n
Tslot
Tframe-min
Tframe-def
Trsv + Tschedule

Packet number

Table 2: Simulation I parameters
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Figure 7: Cycles per minute under diﬀerent load.

Figure 9: TDMA schedule overhead versus the number of nodes.

we assume that the packets are generated according to
Bernoulli process. The transmission probability is p, which
controls the network load.

Figures 9 and 10 plot the TDMA schedule overheads after
5000 data cycles under diﬀerent node density and diﬀerent
traﬃc load, respectively. With the increase of the node
density, which means the number of members in the cluster
increases, the schedule overhead of BMA increases rapidly
and is far more than ED-TDMA. For example, when node
density is 0.04 nodes/m2 , the schedule overhead of BMA is
triple than ED-TDMA. When node density is constant and
the traﬃc load turns higher, the number of source nodes
increases which increases the length of the schedule packet
so that schedule overhead also increases. For ED-TDMA, the
max length of schedule packet is 2m bits so that its schedule
overhead increases slowly. For ED-TDMA1, the number of
working nodes is constant and is far less than others; its
schedule overhead is very small and is independent on the
node density and traﬃc load.
Figures 11 and 12 show the energy consumption after
5000 data cycles under diﬀerent node density and diﬀerent
traﬃc load. Obviously, there are more energy consumptions
with the increase of node density or traﬃc load. And
BMA consumes energy more quickly than ED-TDMA.
For instance, BMA consumes about 25% more energy
than ED-TDMA and about 91% more than ED-TDMA1,

5.1.2. Simulation Results. Figures 7 and 8 show the data
cycles per minute and the transmitted the number of packets
under diﬀerent network traﬃc load. A data cycle corresponds
to a TDMA frame, which all clusters collect data from
their members in a frame. Obviously, the data cycles of
ED-TDMA are almost twice more than that of BMA and
traditional TDMA when traﬃc load is low. The reason is that
the length of ED-TDMA varies with the number of source
nodes so that its TDMA frame is shorter than the other
two when traﬃc load is light. Therefore, ED-TDMA could
perform more data cycles and transmit more data packet
than BMA and traditional TDMA in the same period. With
the increasing of traﬃc load, the length of TDMA frame of
ED-TDMA increases so that the data cycles decrease and
are nearly the same as BMA when all nodes have data to
send (p = 1). In addition, ED-TDMA1 performs better than
ED-TDMA because the intracluster coverage scheme ensures
that frame length of ED-TDMA1 remains constant under
diﬀerent traﬃc load.
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Figure 12: Energy consumption versus traﬃc load.

Figure 10: TDMA schedule overhead versus traﬃc load.
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Figure 11: Energy consumption versus the number of nodes.

Figure 13: Energy consumption versus packet length.

when node density is 0.03 nodes/m2 . As shown in Figure 11,
the traditional TDMA wastes more energy due to the idle
listening of cluster heads during a round, especially under
light traﬃc load. When p is higher than 0.8, the energy
consumed by traditional TDMA is less than ED-TDMA.
The reason is that the working time of cluster heads is long
but ED-TDMA has more energy consumption in TDMA
schedule.
Figure 13 shows the relationship between energy consumption and data packet length after 5000 data cycles. The
energy consumption increases with the increasing of packet
length. The energy consumed by traditional TDMA is faster
than others, which reflects the essence of (9). The more the
packet length is, the more energy consumed by traditional
TDMA than ED-TDMA.

network throughput per energy consumption to evaluate
MAC protocols, which could be expressed as:

5.2. Simulation II
5.2.1. Parameters to Impact MAC Protocols. The first goal
of MAC protocols designing is energy eﬃciency. However,
less energy consumption does not mean MAC protocols is
more energy-eﬃcient. We define energy utility eﬃciency as

ηE =

throughput
.
Energy consumed

(12)

The second goal is scalability. MAC protocols must
be scalable with dynamic topology change of WSNs. And
the third goal is network eﬃciency, including latency,
throughput and bandwidth utility, and so forth. Obviously,
there must be some trade-oﬀs between energy eﬃciency and
network eﬃciency.
We list some parameters making impacts on MAC
protocols in Table 3. N and S could adjust the node density
to reflect the scalability of network. P decides transmission probability of sensor node and Tinterval means packet
generation interval. The two parameters control network
traﬃc, which influences the operation of MAC protocols.
Packet length Ldata is another parameter to influence MAC
protocols. If Ldata is small, it causes larger overhead of
control information in the packet and decreases energy
utility eﬃciency. We will adjust these parameters in diﬀerent
scenarios to compare contention-based MAC (S-MAC),
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Table 3
Parameters
N
S
P
Tinterval
Ldata

Table 4: Simulation II parameters.
Description
Number of sensor nodes
Area of monitoring field
Transmission probability
Packet Transmission Interval
Length of Data Packet

Protocol
S-MAC

LMAC

cluster-based TDMA (ED-TDMA) and distributed TDMA
protocol (LMAC).

Parameter
Frame length
Duty-cycle
Number of Gateway Node
Frame length
Slot size Tslot
Cluster radius (R)
Sensing radius (r)
Coverage expectation Pcover
Tclustering
Ttree
Tsync
Tslot
Tcollect
Tround
Trsv
Tschedule

Value
1150 ms
10%
16
512 ms
16 ms
30 m
12 m
95%
500 ms
300 ms
300 ms
16 ms
500 ms
180 s
16 ms
16 ms

5.2.2. Experiment Setup. Simulation parameters are listed in
Table 4. To S-MAC, a frame is 1150 ms and its duty-cycle is
preset to 10%. LMAC is set to operate with the maximum of
32 slots per frame to ensure that all nodes within a two-hop
neighborhood can own a slot. Noticeably, the parameters
listed in the table are defined in the scenario of 100 × 100 m2
and packet length is 60 bytes. In the following simulations,
some parameters will change with diﬀerent settings.

ED-TDMA

5.2.3. Simulation Results

This is because ED-TDMA is a cluster-based protocol, which
there would be larger overheads such as cluster management,
time synchronization under large monitoring area. For the
same reason, the energy utility eﬃciency of ED-TDMA then
decreases drastically with the enlargement of monitoring
area while the other two increases as described in Figure 18.

Scenario 1 (S : 100 × 100 m2 , Ldata = 60 bytes, N : 50 ∼ 400,
P = 1, Tinterval = 2 s). In this scenario, we investigate the
influence of the number of nodes, N , and the simulation
results are shown in Figure 14 to Figure 16.
Figure 14 plots the average duty-cycle of the three MAC
protocols under diﬀerent node density. Obviously, duty-cycle
of S-MAC is a constant value predefined before sensors
deployment. To LMAC, nodes are active during their allotted
slots in each frame even if they do not have data to send, so
the duty-cycle of LMAC keeps constant, too. The duty-cycle
of ED-TDMA is higher than the other two when the node
density is low. However, when node density is high enough,
the duty-cycle of ED-TDMA would be less than S-MAC.
The reason is that the active time of nodes of ED-TDMA
decreases with the increasing node density because of the
intracluster coverage scheme, so that the average duty-cycle
of ED-TDMA decreases, too. Similarly, the average energy
consumption per node of the three protocols is shown in
Figure 15.
Figure 16 shows the energy utility eﬃciency under diﬀerent node density. To S-MAC and LMAC, high node density
introduces more collisions and lower throughput with the
same energy consumption, which decreases the energy
utility eﬃciency. In contrast, the energy utility eﬃciency
of ED-TDMA increases rapidly because its average energy
consumption decreases with the increase of node density.
Scenario 2 (Ldata = 60 bytes, N = 500, P = 1, Tinterval = 2 s,
S : 50 × 50 m2 ∼ 600 × 600 m2 ). Figures 17 and 18 show
the influence of area of the monitoring field. As shown in
Figure 17, the energy consumption of S-MAC and LMAC
varies a little under diﬀerent monitoring area and the energy
consumption of ED-TDMA increases. The larger the area
is, the more average energy consumption of ED-TDMA.

Scenario 3 (S : 100 × 100 m2 , Ldata = 60 bytes, N = 100).
In this scenario, we study the influence of network traﬃc.
We control network traﬃc by adjusting packet transmission
interval, Tinterval and transmission probability, P. At first, we
set Tinterval to 2 s and P varies within [0, 1]. The results are
shown in Figures 19 and 20.
As seen from Figure 20, the average energy consumption
of LMAC and ED-TDMA both increases when there are
more source nodes. Figure 20 shows that the energy utility
eﬃciency of all the three protocols decreases with the
increasing transmission probability. But S-MAC and EDTDMA decrease more quickly than LMAC.
Secondly, we set P to 0.3 and change Tinterval from 0.5 s∼
7 s. Figures 21 and 22 give the results. Smaller Tinterval means
more data packets are generated per slot. As can be seen, the
average energy consumption of the three protocols increases
when there are more data packets and their energy utility
eﬃciency decrease. But ED-TDMA achieves lower energy
consumption and more energy-eﬃcient than the other two.
Scenario 4 (S : 100 × 100 m2 , N = 100, P = 0.3, Tinterval = 2 s,
Ldata : 20 ∼ 100 bytes). The influence of data packet length
is analyzed in this scenario and the results are shown in
Figures 23 and 24. As shown in the figures, packet length
makes a little impact on S-MAC and ED-TDMA. Because
the duty-cycle of LMAC decreases with the increasing packet
length, the average energy consumption decreases quickly.
Moreover, longer packet length means less control overheads
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in LMAC. So the energy utility eﬃciency of LMAC increases
linearly when packet length increases.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented ED-TDMA, an energy-eﬃcient
TDMA protocol for event-driven application for wireless
sensor networks. ED-TDMA improves channel utility by
changing the length of TDMA frame according to the
number of source nodes and saves energy with bitmapassisted TDMA schedule. In addition, ED-TDMA employs
intracluster coverage to prolong network lifetime and to
improve system scalability. Compared with contentionbased MAC protocol and distributed TDMA scheduling,
ED-TDMA performs better for event-driven application in
wireless sensor network with high-density deployment and
under low traﬃc.
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Figure 23: Average energy consumption versus packet length.
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